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“After Empire: Consolation Goods and the Rebirth of Nikkei Trading Companies after the 

Pacific War” 

 
 In the months following the end of the Pacific War, reports of widespread devastation 

in the Japanese home islands filled US newspapers. Food supplies from the colonies had long 

been cut off, causing widespread malnutrition and American air raids had destroyed 30% of 

all urban housing, including 75% of all homes in Tokyo, leaving close to 9 million 

homeless.1 As winter approached in December, 1945 press reports revealed that Allied 

commanders viewed these hardships as a “punishment for her sins,” shocking a Japanese 

public who expected aid from the occupation army to survive the winter.2  

 Japanese communities in the Americas were shocked by these conditions in Japan. In 

the months after the wars end, Japanese immigrant community leaders responded by 

founding a movement to feed and clothe victims of the war in the Japanese home islands. 

Japanese immigrant traders and newspapermen partnered with American charitable 

organizations to form the Licensed Agencies for Relief in Asia. This coalition of protestant, 

labor and 36 Nikkei groups from North and South America sent 16,704 tons of food, clothing, 

and medicine to Japan between 1946 and 1952, 20 percent of which came from Nikkei 

groups.3 Whereas a number of scholars emphasize the war as a time of profound rupture in 

diasporic networks and belonging, I argue the LARA movement offers a story of continuity. 

                                                        
1 John W. Dower, Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War II. (W. W. Norton & Company, 2000), 
Embracing Defeat, 45-47. 
2 “Japan in Chaos, says U.P. head” Los Angeles Times. 9 December 1945 
3 Iino Masako, “Licensed Agencies for Relief in Asia: Relief Materials and Nikkei Populations in the United 
States and Canada,” in New Worlds, New Lives: Globalization and People of Japanese Descent in the Americas 
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Building on Japanese scholarship on this aid movement by Masako Iino, and scholarship on 

the importance of trade in cultural goods to the formation of ethnic and national identity, this 

project uses the LARA movement as a lens to explore diasporic continuity after the Pacific 

War in three registers: affective, social, and commercial. First, I will look at how the 

language of the movement in Nikkei newspapers reveals continuity in the terms used to 

describe Japanese Americans’ affective relationship with their homeland. Second, I will look 

at the way fundraising drives were an impetus to re-form Issei social organizations, a 

reflection of the way prewar fundraising for the Japanese war effort strengthened community 

organizations. Finally, the LARA movement was a unique business opportunity for Issei and 

Nisei importers to rebuild trade with Japan.  

[Click] 

This project relies mostly on Japanese-language sources: Japanese diplomatic records; Nikkei 

newspapers and yearbooks from New York, San Francisco, and Los Angeles; and a unique 

archive of catalogs and order forms held in the Hiroshima city archives from Otagiri 

Mercantile Co in San Francisco, one of the most prominent companies offering care package 

delivery to postwar Japan.  

[Click]  

 The origins of the LARA movement can most clearly be seen in Japanese-language 

newspapers from New York and San Francisco. Japanese-language article from the 

occupation era reveal the centrality of the self-identification of Japanese Americans as dōhō, 

meaning compatriot or brethren, as central to pleas to aid suffering people in Japan. Shortly 

after Japan’s surrender Hachiro Yuasa, a writer for the New York vernacular Hokubei Shinpō 

and later president of International Christian University, called one of the first meetings in 

New York for Japan relief. At this meeting, they first considered centering the fundraising 

drive around the democratization of Japan but settled instead on the goal of “relief to 

                                                                                                                                                                            
and from Latin America in Japan, eds. Lane Ryo Hirabayashi et al (Stanford, California: Stanford University 
Press, 2002), 61-65. 
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homeland brethren through money and goods” (kokoku dōhō wo kinpin wo motte kyūen su).4 

Although Japan relief activism in New York was not immediately successful, Yuasa’s 

newspaper articles on the state of affairs in Japan helped spark the movement. The Hokubei 

Shinpō was one of the few Japanese-language newspapers operating on the mainland in late 

1945. Its articles on the critical lack of food, housing, and clothing in Japan, and similar 

groups formed in California for Japan relief gave rise to a steady stream of articles in 

re-established newspapers calling for aid to their “homeland brethren” (kokoku dōhō).5  

 In 1946, San Francisco newspaper editor Asano Shichinosuke, similar to Yuasa in 

New York, framed the relief drive as support for their brethren in Japan who also experienced 

hardship during the war.  

“We Japanese living on the west coast have been confronted with all manner of 

inconvenience and shortages, but we are not forced to want for food and clothing, 

and are in a position to rebuild our lives. However, victims living in the bombed-out 

regions of Japan, about which we are hearing more and more lately, await extreme 

cold with no food to eat, no clothes to wear, without even family homes to endure 

the elements, on the verge of starvation….From our relatively rich position, upom 

reflection, I feel it is our conscientious duty to somehow support our displaced 

brethren by sharing even just one meal or by giving a day’s loose change. At the 

same time it’s because I remember the deep emotion when we were sent several 

years ago in internment camps soy sauce, miso, medicine, books, and musical 

instruments as consolation goods by our homeland brethren.”  

-language of shared hardships, but unequal outcomes.  

-they didn’t lack for basic necessities 

-the issue of wartime donations I will return to 

                                                        
4 Iino, 66. Nyū Yōku shinpō sha. Nyūyōku benran: tsuketari, jūshoroku (New York: Nyū Yōku shinpō sha, 
1948), 51. 
5 Iino, 62? 
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In May, 1946, when Asano re-established the Nichibei Jiji, its pages were full of 

harrowing stories about women and children starving in the streets being attacked by roving 

packs of wild dogs.6 While some of these stories may have been aprocyphal, these articles 

could barely overstate the scale of human suffering in postwar Japan. In all 2.7 million 

Japanese servicemen and civilians died as a result of the war, with millions more injured. 

Rations were wildly insufficient to meet nutritional needs. Rural living standards dropped to 

45% of prewar levels; for urban populations it was 35%. Housing was in short supply, as I 

mentioned earlier, especially in Tokyo where many Nisei writing home to newspapers were 

stationed.   

By mid-1946, Nikkei groups gathered the backing of 13 charitable organization, officially 

designated as the Licensed Agencies for Relief in Asia (LARA for short). The first boat of 

relief supplies, mostly powdered milk for infants, to Japan in December 1946. Between 1946 

and 1952, the Japanese government estimated that goods sent to Japan under LARA weighed 

over 16 thousand tons and was valued at forty billion yen, and benefited fifteen percent of the 

Japanese population, mostly orphans, bereaved families, repatriates and the hospitalized. 

Nikkei in North and South America donated a full twenty percent of this total.7  

 But let me return to this term dōhō. Why focus the movement on a term of diasporic 

identity rather than democratization? Issei elites originally used the term in the first two 

decades of the 20th century to demarcate the community’s unique status as an oppressed, but 

successful, minority group in the United States and as intermediaries of Japanese expansion. 

Translated directly, the two parts are zaibei (residing in America), and dōhō (compatriot, or 

brethren). As Eiichiro Azuma explains, the term Zaibei Dōhō was central to Issei history 

writing. The success stories of zaibei dōhō, particularly celebrated the emigrant entrepreneurs, 

                                                        
6 “Waraenu shokuryō nan higeki: kuniku wo kū ningen wo inu ga kū,” Nichibei Jiji May 26, 1946.  
7 Iino 2002, 61-65. 
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who had a great deal of influence in the immigrant press.8 It was a term that validated Issei 

elites’ leadership.  

 During the 1930s the term dōhō was not just a self-ascribed term of identity. Dōhō  

became an ascribed identity category the Japanese government lauded to mobilize overseas 

Japanese communities behind the war effort in Manchuria and the broader project of the 

global expansion of the “Yamato race.”9 In the ethnic press, zaibei dōhō was the standard, 

almost ubiquitous term used for Japanese communities in the US. In the homeland press, 

dōhō was increasingly used to refer to migrants of Japanese race and citizenship residing 

outside the home islands.10 The use of dōhō was most prominent in the 1940 Tokyo 

Congress of Overseas Brethren (Kaigai Dōhō Tokyo Taikai) and the creation of the Central 

Overseas Japanese Society (Kaigai Dōhō Chūōkai). The Japanese government supported the 

congress and association as part of their greater effort to enlist Nikkei as representatives of 

Japan’s “national prestige and the expansion of the Japanese race.”11 The term dōhō, then, 

was a focal point for both identification with Japan and the mobilization of the broader 

immigrant community in specific moments in time. In several diasporic moments12, in 1910s 

and 1920s the term rallied communities against white racism and during the 1930s, served to 

rally support for the empire.  

 After the war, the term dōhō bound Japanese in the four main islands and in the 

Americas around shared victimhood, erasing previous distinctions between the two groups. 

Japanese-language press continued to use dōhō to describe overseas Japanese communities 

after the war. For instance, Asano published the first issue of the Nichibei Jiji under a banner 

                                                        
8 Eiichiro Azuma. Between Two Empires: Race, History, and Transnationalism in Japanese America. Oxford 
University Press, 2005),  
9 Azuma. “‘Pioneers of Overseas Japanese Development’: Japanese American History and the Making of 
Expansionist Orthodoxy in Imperial Japan.” The Journal of Asian Studies 67, no. 4 (November 10, 2008): 
1207-1208. 
10 Ishida Chie. “Nihonjin no fuzai shōmei to fuzai no nikkeijin,” Seizongaku kenkyū sentā (Ritsumeikan 
University), Vol 18, (March 2012), 209. 
11 Ruoff, Kenneth J. Imperial Japan at Its Zenith: The Wartime Celebration of the Empire's 2,600th Anniversary. 
Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2010. 162. 
12 Shelley Chan, “The Case for Diaspora: A Temporal Approach to the Chinese Experience,” Journal of Asian 
Studies 74: (2015), 109-110. 
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headline: “For Overseas Brethren, by Overseas Brethren: The Nichibei Jiji Company has 

been founded.”13 Following the war, the Nikkei press often used dōhō to refer to the millions 

of Japanese settlers in former imperial territories.14 Several postwar Nikkei reporters also 

began using the term kokoku dōhō (homeland brethren) to refer Japanese in the home islands. 

This linguistic distinction broadened the sense of solidarity around trauma and a sense of 

shared endeavor in rebuilding their lives on both sides of the Pacific.   

 

Another chief motivation for the campaign according to community leaders were 

consolation goods sent by the Japanese government to incarcerated Japanese Americans 

during the war. Asano, as I mentioned earlier, noted these gifts as one of his chief personal 

motivations for supporting Japan relief efforts. Public remembrance of these gifts was one 

way in which Asano sought to re-establish a prewar impulse to send relief goods to Japan. 

After the start of the war in China in 1937, Nikkei abroad sent tens of thousands of imon 

bukuro (comfort bags) full of letters and everyday necessities to Japanese soldiers on the 

frontlines in China as a show of their support. Japanese American merchants newspapers 

played a particularly strong role in the community institutions that coordinated fundraising 

drives—particularly in Japanese Association and Japanese Chamber of Commerce branches 

in Honolulu, San Francisco, Seattle, and New York.  

 

 When news about the mass incarceration broke in the Japanese press in late 1942, 

numerous groups concerned with overseas immigrants, came together to form the Committee 

to Aid Brethren in Enemy Nations with offices at the Central Overseas Japanese Society. In 

the ensuing fundraising drive, neighborhood associations, Japanese corporations, and other 

groups donated 3 million yen for comfort goods. The committee prioritized goods that had a 

                                                        
13 Nichibei Jiji, May 18, 1946. 
14 Newspaper accounts from 1945 in Japanese-language newspapers in the US distinguish between soldiers and 
compatriots living abroad (kaigai zaijū dōhō), but use the term dōhō to refer also to the collective Japanese 
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“distinct aroma of the homeland” or could “inspire and deeply move as consolation goods.” 

In 1943, the Red Cross sent thousands of casks of soy sauce, miso, Japanese books, musical 

instrument, and medicine, to the US, Canada, and Brazil on the second repatriation ship, 

arriving in New Jersey December 1rst, 1943.15 Recipients at the Santa Fe detention camp 

later recalled being overwhelmed by the generosity of groups back in Japan to send such 

items despite widespread food shortage in Japan, that “all were moved to tears” as they 

received their two barrels of Kikkoman soy sauce.16 The memories of these gifts were an 

inspiration for the postwar Japan relief movement and further reason to maintain and identity 

as dōhō, despite the fact that their affiliation with Japan cost them dearly during the war.  

 The formation of Japan relief committees in served as an important catalyst for social 

reorganization among urban Nikkei, particularly the re-establishment of Issei community 

organizations. Because we tend to talk about the LARA movement as an expression of 

support from the entire community, scholars have tended to overlook the fact that much of its 

supporters were emigrant business elites with pre-war leadership experience in local 

communities. For example, most members of the Relief Section of the Los Angeles Nikkei 

Conference, later called the Japanese Chamber of Commerce of Southern California, were 

successful traders both before and after the war. Head of the Japan relief section was a 

prominent apartment and hotel manager who had been a prominent member of the LA 

Japanese Chamber of Commerce. Others, like Asano in San Francisco had lengthy experience 

writing for the emigrant press. It is should be no surprise, then that the movement was framed 

                                                                                                                                                                            
community in New York and other American cities. “Sensō chūshi ni motozuku nihon shitsugyō sha sū roku 
hyaku man,” Hokubei Shinpō, Novermber 15, 1945. 
15 Kumei, 15. The committee set the deadline donation for 16 April 1943.   
By incredible coincidence, imonbukuro addressed to soldiers on the frontline from the California Japanese 
Association, Southern Idaho Japanese Association, and Portland Japanese methodist church, arrived on 14 April 
1943. They contained canned fruit, leather shoes, soap, cough drops, and coffee 
16 Japanese Chamber of Commerce of Southern California. History of the Japanese of Southern California, 
Volume 2. Masami Sasaki, ed. [Japanese] Tokyo: Sanshūsha, 1957. 276-277. Nikkei in Southern California 
showed their thanks to the wartime head of the Committee to Aid Brethren in Enemy Nations, Maruyama 
Tsurukichi, by holding a fundraising drive for his memorial association in 1956. 
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around dōhō—the very identity that favored Issei intellectual and financial elites before the 

war.  

After starting Japan relief committees, a re-emerging Issei elite held numerous public 

cultural events and fundraisers to support the movement, thereby re-establishing their 

authority among Issei. These cultural events generally featured Japanese traditional dance, 

poetry, and musical performances. Amateur naniwa-bushi competitions were particularly 

common in Los Angeles. Naniwa-bushi is a form of recitation of sad stories accompanied by 

shamisen music. This style of performance gained popularity in Japan after the 1905 

Russo-Japanese war as a way to embrace bushido and often featured themes of loyalty or 

wartime themes.17 These often-dramatic storytelling events were a way for audiences to 

imagine the hardship their brethren in Japan faced in the aftermath of war.18 Japanese movie 

screenings were also popular fundraising events. Taken as a whole, cultural events to benefit 

Japan relief were not just isolated instances, but part of a broader movement to embrace 

Japanese culture as a social commodity necessary to bolstering personal and collective social 

standing. 

[Click]  

In addition to a pathway to postwar leadership, the Japan relief movement offered Nikkei 

trading companies unique business opportunity. The Japanese govt distributed LARA goods 

directly to recipients of its choosing, leaving no avenue for allow individual Nikkei to mail 

consolation goods to family or friends in Japan. Of course many families still had family in 

Japan they wanted to help with care packages. So, Nikkei entrepreneurs filled this need with 

care package services. Most accounts of the ensuing consolation package trade by Nikkei 

trading companies are anecdotal, but files regarding the S.F-based Otagiri Mercantile 

Company held by the Hiroshima city archives reveal the types of good sent to Japan and the 

international reach of these companies. Experienced trader James Gorō Otagiri returned to SF 

                                                        
17 William P. Malm. Traditional Japanese Music and Musical Instruments. Tokyo: Kodansha International, 
2000. 218. 
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in 1946 to start his mail order company, later shifting to the sale of art goods and general 

merchandise in the early 1950s. Otagiri played a prominent role in the relief movement and 

the postwar Japanese Chamber of Commerce of Northern California.19 Adept in his use of 

advertising, he ran ads in Japanese-language newspapers all over the United States, in 

Mexico, South America, and even in popular magazines in Japan.20 Otagiri Mercantile 

offered mostly US-made products through a transpacific network of stores: in Argentina, 

Brazil, Peru, Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia, Okinawa, Tokyo, and Yokohama.21 Otagiri 

mercantile’s reach, and that of similar companies like the Pacific Mail Order Company, was  

a legacy of his previous work for Nippon Dry Goods, a company that also had extensive 

contacts around the pacific before the war.  

[Click] 

 Otagiri mercantile was successful in establishing an international business catering to 

Nikkei in part because he marketed goods as a way to not only aid relatives, but to save Japan. 

Customers’ orders could “contribute to Japanese trade, our homeland’s sole means of rescue.” 

After Otagiri established a trade section in 1948, it sold food, clothing, sports equipment, and 

popular Japanese magazines. The most popular food items were powdered milk, sugar, candy, 

coffee, canned meats, noodles, and MSG, which were often sold in package deals. Many of 

these packages were primarily luxury foods. For instance the number 3 food package 

included 5 lbs of sugar, 1 lb coffee, 1 lb powdered milk, 1 pound candy, and a half lb of 

cocoa.22 Sending luxury goods not only raised the spirits of recipients, they offered 

economic opportunity. With the collapse of empire, Japan lost 95% of its sugar supply, so it 

was very expensive on the black market. Because rations did not offer enough sustenance, 

                                                                                                                                                                            
18 “Nanmin kyūsaibu shusai: shirōto naniwabushi shita sōdankai” Kashū Mainichi 20 January 1950. 
19 Otagiri was the second president of the Japanese Chamber of Commerce of Northern California. Katō, 491. 
20 “Bōekikai Futari Otoko” Nichibei Jiji-sha. Nichibei Jiji Jusshunen Kinen  [Special tenth anniversary 
supplement of the Nichi Bei Times]. San Francisco: Nichibei Jiji-sha. 1956. 9. After the war he was the second 
president of the Northern California Japanese Chamber of Commerce. 
21 Beikoku Kashū Sōkō Otagiri Shōji Kaisha. Nihon yuki Iminohin Mokuroku. San Francisco, 1948. Hiroshima 
City Office Cultural Promotion Section Archive.o 
22 Beikoku Kashū Sōkō Otagiri Shōji Kaisha. Nihon yuki Iminohin Mokuroku. San Francisco, 1948. Hiroshima 
City Office Cultural Promotion Section Archive. 
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selling sweets from America offered families the capital needed to buy food and other 

needs.23  

 Recipients in Japan sent numerous thank you letters that were frequently published in 

Nikkei newspapers. One writer was touched by the gifts, particular the candy. His son was 

born in 1937, the year Japan expanded its war in China. ‘Because of that,” he wrote, “(the 

children) knew none of life’s joy. They were surely victims of the war.” Plunged into poverty, 

many Japanese connected Japan’s fate with responsibility for starting the Pacific War.24 

Otagiri Mercantile’s catalogue also billed its company’s efforts as dedicated to 

compassionate consumerism within the postwar political framework. “We don’t just receive 

orders (from all over the Americas),” the catalog read, “we are deeply moved every time we 

receive a letter of thanks for goods sent, and more diligently perform our duty. Our 

employees pack your items with that same spirit, to aid in the construction of a new Japan."25 

Giving consolation goods confirmed the idea that poverty was a product of militarism, and 

offering sweets a path towards a new democratic, and economically independent Japan.  

[Click] 

  In conclusion, in his plans to re-establish US-Japan trade, General MacArthur claimed 

that trade would help alleviate the food crisis and help re-establish Japanese production.26 

The reverse was also true. The LARA movement, a solution to the food crisis and part of a 

longer history of Nikkei giving to the homeland, led to the re-establishment of Nikkei trading 

companies. By 1955 when the consolation good package trade ended due to increased 

shipping costs, most Nikkei mail order companies had become importing companies offering 

goods that represented Japanese culture to American consumers—Japanese food, kimonos, 

art goods and similar products. More importantly for the Japanese American community, the 

                                                        
23 Dower, 91. New York Hokubei Shinpō 4 July 1946. 
24 New York Hokubei Shinpō 29 February 1948. 
25 Nihon yuki iminohin mokuroku, 1948. Sending packages through mail order companies based in the US or the 
Yokohama branch was also a much faster way to send goods. Mail from South America to Japan took about 60 
days at the time. Otagiri offers  shipping prices by both sea and air. 
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LARA movement and events in support of that movement provided Nikkei a chance to 

re-embrace the culture of their homeland and identity as overseas brethren. Numerous 

community institutions reformed after World War II as a direct result of LARA activism, 

including numerous Nikkeijinkai and Japanese Chamber of Commerce. While this history his 

largely been left out of English language histories and accounts of postwar Japanese America, 

the LARA movement played an important role aiding postwar Japan, rebuilding Nikkei 

businesses in the US, and building solidarity among an international community of overseas 

Japanese brethren. If during the prewar era, the comfort goods consumer culture was one way 

to emotionally mobilize Japanese at home and abroad, after the war giving represented a 

voluntary mobilization of sentiment behind the reconstruction of Japan.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                            
26 Tojiro Sei. “Sōkō Tsūshi: Sengo no sōkō hanei to seibu dōhō no chūshinchi.” New York Hokubei Shinpō 10 
March 1946. 


